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AVerMedia Provides a Safe and Productive
Learning Environment for Children in Taiwan
Taipei, Taiwan, February, 01 2010- AVerMedia® Information,
Inc., the leading provider of award winning surveillance,
announced today that its AVerDiGi EB1304NET SATA+ DVR,
CM3000 Gold system integration software, and NV7000 series
Capture Cards have been selected to protect 161 teachers and
2861 students 24/7 at National Taichung Second Senior High
School, one of most prestigious High Schools in Taichung.
National Taichung Second Senior High School has been seeking
to upgrade its conventional DVR system to better protect its
students and faculties. Prior to the upgrade, the school possessed an outdated surveillance camera system
which sent video surveillance images to only one server in the security center. This had caused a lot problems
to the school that if the server in the security center crashed, the entire saved data would be wipe out. There
would be no back-up data to retrieve if there were disputes-between parents and teachers, vandalism,
accidents, and even in helping police investigation.
Since the school had experienced the shortage of video surveillance capabilities, therefore it developed few
requirements in selecting the replacement. First, the new system had to be cost-effective with as minimal
system replacement and users training as possible. Second, the DVR needed to be constant to prevent any data
lost. Third, the video surveillance
needed to be centralized into one
central monitoring with back-up
storage ability.
A total of 22 AVerDiGi EB1304NET
SATA+ DVRs, along with CM3000
Central Monitoring System and
NV7000 Series Capture Cards were
installed to connect existing cameras in those high-profile areas throughout the campus. They have provided
the school with extra back-up video surveillance storage that when the main hard disks crashed, the school
staffs would be able to retrieve the data locally. The EB1304NET SATA + DVR and NV7000 Series Capture Cards,
which provided reinforced storage capability to the main server, are also a cost-effective and ease of installation
for security staffs with minimal technical knowledge. Combining with CM3000 system integration, the DVRs
enable the security personnel to monitor the entire school ground in one location, while receiving real-time
alarm notifications when violation is detected.
─ About AVerMedia INFORMATION, Inc.
AVerMedia INFORMATION, Inc. is the technology leader in surveillance and presentation technology. Aside from its full line of digital
surveillance recorder products, AVerMedia provides Embedded Hybrid DVR, NVR, Megapixel IP cam, Surveillance Software, Accessories
and Peripherals for customer and surveillance market. Keeping the spirit of "Distinct people, Distinct needs - Outstanding Solutions,"
AVerMedia not only provides you with the fullest coverage of security protection, but also takes video surveillance to the new heights.
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